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Using the Person Centered
Planning Process to Develop IEP Goals
The Indiana Deaf-Blind Services Project actively
promotes Person Centered Planning (PCP) and is
preparing to launch, on their website, two Person
Centered Planning modules for use by
educational teams. Both of the modules provide
detailed instructions about using PCP as part of
the transition process for youth who are deafblind. Each of the modules include numerous
examples of maps, ideas for specific materials to
use and video clips that help explain PCP.
As a review, PCP is a process that has several
parts including the
development of specific maps,
the identification of needs
and the writing of action
plans. Two Indiana students,
Emma and Dwayne and their
educational teams went
through the PCP process.
One of the exciting outcomes
for each of their teams was
their use of the PCP
information to identify and
develop instructional goals
and objectives for Emma’s
and Dwayne’s Transition

IEPs. Let’s visit each of these two students to see
how their teams were able to identify and develop
new IEP goals.
Part One: Emma
Emma is 14 and lives with her grandmother. She
has a severe hearing loss and limited vision. She is in
a classroom with students with significant cognitive
challenges. All of the students in Emma’s classroom
are involved in school-wide and community
activities. Emma’s grandmother and other members
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of her team were
concerned about
Emma’s IEP goals and
wanted to make sure
her goals were related
directly to her future
once she leaves school.
The team agreed to
participate in the
Person Centered
Planning process and,
over the course of three
meetings, they
developed several maps
that describe Emma
and her needs. For the
purpose of IEP goal
planning, the team
decided to focus on
three maps:
1) Communication,
2) Preferences, and
3) Needs.
Each of the three maps
developed by the team
provide some (not all)
information for each
category.
After the team created
these three maps, they
decided to use another
PCP tool, the Priority

Planning Grid, as they tried to identify some useful
IEP goals. The grid is divided into four sections and
each section is labeled with an important transition
learning component: 1) Education, 2) Employment,
3) Independent Living, and 4) Community
Participation. As seen in the grid, the information
from Emma’s Needs Map was used. The team had
looked for common themes and each of her needs
showed up in each of the four planning grid
sections. (See Priority Planning Grid.)
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Emma’s team spent some
time trying to decide how to
use the information from
the grid to help Emma.
Each of her needs translated
easily to the development of
IEP goals and her team was
able to develop both long
term goals and short term
objectives that could be
worked on first through
Emma’s participation in
two of the grid areas:
education and community
participation. For example,
a goal was written and
objectives were developed
to increase the number of
choices Emma would be
able to make throughout the
day and across different
settings.
Information from both Emma’s Preferences and Communication maps was used across the day in both
school and community activities to make it easier and more interesting for Emma to make choices.
Emma’s picture schedule was expanded and she quickly was able to point to pictures of an increased
number of preferred foods and activities. She even used a camera (something she loved) to take pictures of
activities (e.g., Humane Shelter, gym and art class, cafeteria). Just Emma’s ability to make more choices
across her day using her picture schedule easily helped her meet her goal in both the education and
community settings. Emma’s team members and especially her grandmother were excited to see Emma’s
progress across her priority need areas and they currently are working on expanding to areas of possible
post school living and employment possibilities. Through follow-up evaluation, Emma’s team rated the
PCP process as being valuable and useful in IEP goal setting.
Dwayne
Dwayne is 16 years old.
He has a moderate
hearing loss and wears
hearing aids. His vision
is documented at
20/200. Dwayne is a
junior at his local high
school and is in both
general education and
resource room classes
for his school day.
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Dwayne is very social and is able
to express his own hopes for the
future. Dwayne’s parents have
asked his educational team to
participate in a Person Centered
Planning meeting to help everyone
be on the same page in planning
Dwayne’s IEP for his remaining
years in high school.

The team, along with Dwayne’s own input, developed a number of
maps. It was determined that for the purpose of identifying some
appropriate IEP goals, the team would focus on his: 1) Preferences,
2) Dreams, and 3) Needs Maps. (Most but not all of the information
is included in the identified maps.)

Information from
Dwayne’s Needs Map
was transferred to the
transition Priority
Planning Grid to the
sections of employment,
independent living,
community participation,
and education.
The team then looked
across the four areas,
looking for common
themes, prioritizing the
needs, and then
determining some specific
goals for the Transition
IEP. Because Dwayne is
so focused on being able
to live independently, his
educational team decided
to focus some of the goals
in his transition IEP on
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those areas that would help him live independently
after he graduated. For example, one long-term goal
was written that focused on his independent living in
an apartment.
Some of the needs identified to meet that goal
included improving his cooking skills, learning
money management skills/debit card, and learning
transportation/travel skills. Short-term goals were
written for each of these areas.
So, for example, one of Dwayne’s long-term goals is
to live in his own apartment. Some short-term
objectives to achieve that goal include: menu
planning; making a grocery list; learning to take a
bus to the grocery store or learning the route to walk
to the grocery store; grocery shopping; checking out
and paying for groceries; traveling home; putting
groceries away; using a recipe; using the stove or
microwave; setting the table; and, washing and
putting away dishes.
Obviously, there are a number of tasks that had to be
completed. Dwayne’s team created an Action Plan
that included determining what tasks might be
worked on/practiced at school and in the
community and how the family could work on some
of the tasks at home. While, at first, it seemed to
some team members that this long-term goal was
going to be very challenging, the action plan helped
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with identifying specific actions and who would
help, as well as setting realistic timelines for each
task’s completion during Dwayne’s last two years
in high school. Throughout this whole process,
Dwayne was “in the middle” of the planning and
he was both excited and invested in accomplishing
his goals and objectives. Dwayne’s parents were
thrilled as well, because they knew that many
members of the team would be helping their son.
Conclusion: To briefly review, Person Centered
Planning is a process that helps individual learners
discover their gifts and develop a vision for the
future. The process can be used in a variety of
ways to help with effective transition planning.
The two examples in Transition Brief #13 are just
snapshots of how PCP can help with one area of
need, that of IEP goal setting for a Transition IEP.
Person Centered Planning can, in fact, be useful in
a variety of situations, including transitions from
early childhood to school settings, providing new
educational teams with important information
about a new student, transition to adult services
and continued life planning. Please consider
reviewing the new PCP modules that will be
launched by the Indiana Deaf-Blind Services
Project in the spring of 2017 for use by
educational teams for all students who are deafblind, as well for planning Transition IEPs.

Who Can Help?
Poff, L. and Purvis, B. (2016). Introduction to Person Centered Plans for Education, Transition and LifePlanning. Terre Haute, IN: Indiana State University. Available in spring of 2017 from
http://www.INDBServices.org.
Poff, L. and Purvis, B. (2016). Using and Sustaining a Person Centered Planning Process for Education and
Life Planning. Terre Haute, IN: Indiana State University. Available in spring of 2017 from
http://www.INDBServices.org.
The Indiana Deaf-Blind Services Project (www.INDBServices.org), provides technical assistance and
training for educators, families and individuals who have a combined vision and hearing loss. One of
the services offered is to help educational teams, including families, in developing a Person-Centered
Plan for youth that are deaf-blind. Person-Centered Planning is an effective assessment tool that focuses
on the youth and listening to his/her voice. Contact Lisa.Poff@indstate.edu for information and help in
creating a plan for your young adult.
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